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Siemens will produce 1M
more EV chargers in the US
in the next 4 years

Lucid gives Air Dream Edition buyers a choice: over
1,000 hp or 500 miles of
range

Tesla starts hiring roboticists
for its ‘Tesla Bot’ humanoid
robot project

Global tech giant Siemens is about
to ramp up its existing EV infrastructure manufacturing output
by producing over 1 million VersiCharge Level 2 AC commercial and
residential EV chargers for the US
market over the next four years.

Lucid Motors announced that it
will be offering two versions of the
Dream Edition of its upcoming Air
electric sedan: now with over 1,000
hp of power and one with over 500
miles of range.After some delays,
Lucid is now maintaining its target
to start deliveries of the Air, its first
vehicle, by the end of the year.

Tesla has started to hire roboticists
to build its recently announced
“Tesla Bot,” a humanoid robot to
become a new vehicle for its AI
technology. When Elon Musk explained the rationale behind Tesla
Bot, he argued that Tesla was already making most of the components needed to create a humanoid robot equipped with artificial
intelligence.

#Siemens #EVs #chargers

#Lucid #dreamedition #EV

#Tesla #humanoid #tech
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Audi presents the
Grandsphere Concept
A few weeks after the ‘Skysphere Concept’
electric cabrio, Audi has presented another concept study.
The’”Grandsphere Concept’ is a 5.35-metre-long luxury saloon with an electric
drive system and semi-autonomous driving functions. The German company even
speaks of a “private jet for the road”.

BYD presents
heavy-duty electric
trucks
BYD North America has unveiled two next-generation battery-electric heavy-duty trucks; the
‘Gen3 8TT’ and ‘6F’. The range of 200 miles (322
kilometres) in extended range versions also
makes the trucks suitable for mid-range haulage.
The truck cabs were designed by Wolfgang Josef Egger, former Audi chief designer, and have
up to 185kW CCS1 charging capability.
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#Solaris
The Polish electric bus manufacturer has just completed an order by delivering 14
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electric buses to municipal
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operator PKM Sosnowiec in
the Polish city of Sosnowiec.
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